
PROVADA FUTURE is the platform for technological 
innovations and inspiration for the real estate sector. The 
participants have digital solutions for accelerating housing 
construction or a smarter building. Together they can digitize 
the construction chain. 

During PROVADA, we present an inspiring three-day program 
with our partners and participants in. During this program we 
will discuss, among other things, regenerative building, chain 
integration and smart building technology. We invite visitors 
to walk our circular route on the exhibition floor. For everyone 
who is working on the future of a Circular Netherlands 

PROVADA FUTURE 2022



2-person FlexUnit
2-person unit, branding, TV screen and power point included
Placement along side walls of the PROVADA Future Area
Five entrance tickets for 3 days (worth € 650,-)
Hospitality & services; hostess present and use of PROVADA Future
Area (for appointments).
Logo and listing in exhibitor overview on provada.nl. Only one logo is 
possible for each unit.

Catering (coffee, tea, soft drinks)
Introduction of participants on the website and on the 
PROVADA FUTURE area
Media exposure: before and during the fair, themes and 
participants are promoted through various media channels. 
Watch the 2022 aftermovie.
Ability to contribute to the programming*

Rate: € 8.750 
excl. VATPROVADA FUTURE 2023

*The program and the events on stage are composed with (changing) partners. PROVADA strives to involve as many exhibitors as possible in the program. 
Naturally, the innovations and speakers must provide a good match to captivate and inspire the audience. Furthermore, the (limited) availability of time 
slots and PROVADA's (timely!) planning will lead to a good three-day program. PROVADA makes every effort to present all participants in the best possible 
way to the Provada public. 

https://youtu.be/CnuHtWF4yIQ


4-person FlexUnit
4-person unit, branding, TV screen and power point included
Placement on sightlines centrally next to terraces of the PROVADA 
Future Area
8 exhibitor cards for 3 days (worth €1,040)
Hospitality & services; hostess present and use of PROVADA Future
Area (for appointments).
Logo and listing in exhibitor overview on provada.nl. Only one logo is 
possible for each unit.

Catering (coffee, tea, soft drinks)
Introduction of participants on the website and on the 
PROVADA FUTURE area
Media exposure: before and during the fair, themes and 
participants are promoted through various media channels. 
Watch the 2022 aftermovie.
Ability to contribute to the programming*

PROVADA FUTURE 2023

*The program and the events on stage are composed with (changing) partners. PROVADA strives to involve as many exhibitors as possible in the program. 
Naturally, the innovations and speakers must provide a good match to captivate and inspire the audience. Furthermore, the (limited) availability of time 
slots and PROVADA's (timely!) planning will lead to a good three-day program. PROVADA makes every effort to present all participants in the best possible 
way to the Provada public. 

Rate: €15.500 
excl. VAT

https://youtu.be/CnuHtWF4yIQ


Ambassador-package*
Eight entrance tickets for 3 days (worth € 1.040)
Hospitality & services; use of PROVADA Future Terrace Area
Use of catering (coffee, tea, soft drinks)
Display of logo on PROVADA Future Area
Media attention: press, video promotion and social media 
campaigns
Ability to contribute to programming

Rate: € 5.250 excl. VAT

PROVADA FUTURE 2023

*The ambassador-package is only available for real estate companies.



PROVADA facilitates various options to promote your organization or as a 
prelude to the trade fair. For example with extra onsite promotion or with 
an extensive company profile on provada.nl.

Do you have an idea for a (pre-event) campaign in which you want to 
involve PROVADA? Please contact us.

MORE INFORMATION
For more information, please contact John Schreuter at (john@provada.nl 
or 030 204 0611)

mailto:john@provada.nl

